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Chapterr  / 

Evaporativee cooling and 
Bose-Einsteinn condensation 

Thiss chapter describes the achievement of BEC in a cold cloud of rubidium atoms by 
forcedd evaporative cooling under 'runaway' conditions. The evaporation is forced by 
rampingg down the frequency of an radio frequency magnetic field. The efficiency of the 
evaporationn process with respect to the particle loss is evaluated. At a temperature 
slightlyy above 1 /zK the BEC phase transition is reached. The formation of the conden-
satee is observed by absorption imaging. A description of the analysis methods used to 
determinee temperature, atom number, and chemical potential from the absorption im-
agess is included. It is shown that gas samples were produced which are in the transition 
regionn between the collisionless and the hydrodynamic regimes. As the last part of this 
chapterr a demonstration of the so called 'atom laser' was added. 

7.11 Evaporative cooling 

Evaporativee cooling is realized by following the principles as introduced in Section 2.5. 
Cruciall  for achieving Bose-Einstein condensation at the highest densities is to realize 
evaporativee cooling in the 'runaway' regime. This is achieved by adiabatic compression 
off  the cloud as described in the previous chapter. After the compression the cloud 
off  4 x 109 atoms has a temperature of T = 760 /xK and a central density of n(0) = 
77 x 1011 cm- 3 . From this follows an elastic collision rate of r ^1 = 275s- 1. As discussed 
inn Section 6.3, the dominant loss mechanism at this stage is background collisional loss 
withh a measured loss rate of 7T,1 = 1/64 s_ 1. Thus, the collisional ratio for background 
collisionss is Ai = Tei/rbg = 5.6 x 10~5. Therefore, the condition for runaway evaporative 
coolingg as expressed by Equation (2.58) is fulfilled. 

Evaporativee cooling was performed by applying a radio-frequency field as described in 
Sectionn 3.4. The starting frequency was 50 MHz corresponding to a truncation parameter 
off  rj  = 6.3. In this way atoms up to an energy of et = 4.7mK were removed from the 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.1: Evaporative cooling towards Bose-Einstein condensation: Measured atom 
numbernumber and temperature (solid circles) and truncation energy (open circles) during 
evaporativeevaporative cooling. The efficiency parameter aev = 1.1 obtained from the fit (solid 
line)line) is almost constant over the entire evaporation. Per order of magnitude temperature 
dropdrop the number of atoms is decreased by evaporation by about one order of magnitude. 

trap.. The frequency was then ramped down to values around 600 kHz for an offset field 
off  B0 = 0.85 G. The shape of the frequency ramp was chosen to be linear, as discussed 
inn Section 2.5.1. An evaporation time of 10.6 s was optimal for yielding the highest atom 
numberr at the BEC transition temperature. Evaporative cooling in 2.14 s resulted in 
BECC with about 40% less atoms. 

Inn order to induce adiabatic transitions to untrapped states during the evaporation, 
thee weak dependence of the Landau-Zener parameter (see Equation (2.65)) on the gas 
temperaturee has to be considered. For this purpose, the applied magnetic field amplitude 
wass reduced linearly from 110 mG to 40 niG, by changing the rf-power by means of the 
variablee attenuator. These values were experimentally optimized to yield the highest 
numberr of atoms remaining at the end of the evaporative cooling ramp. It should be 
notedd here, that for high truncation energies incomplete evaporation occurs due to the 
presencee of the quadratic Zeeman effect (see Section 2.1.2). This effect has important 
practicall  consequences as it leads to a trapped cloud of atoms at high energies as will 
furtherr be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Afterr finishing the evaporative cooling ramp, the rf-frequency and amplitude were 
keptt constant for 50 ms. During this period of plain evaporative cooling the cloud was 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.2: The degeneracy parameter during forced evaporative cooling as calculated 
fromfrom the measured temperature and atom number: In this measurement the gas reaches 
aa temperature of about 2.4 \iK with a degeneracy parameter of n(0)Ay = 0.24, not yet in 
thethe degenerate regime. Further evaporative cooling leads to Bose-Einstein condensation. 

furtherr cooled, and as the truncation energy remained constant, the truncation parame-
terr increased. After this period the rf-power and the magnetic trap were switched off to 
lett the cloud ballistically expand. After 8 ms expansion absorption images of the cloud 
weree taken. Temperature and atom number were obtained from the density profiles of the 
absorptionn images as described in Chapter 5. Figure 7.1 (solid circles) shows how tem-
peraturee and atom number decreased during evaporative cooling. For this measurement 
thee trap was repeatedly loaded and the evaporation ramp was interrupted after various 
timess in order to measure temperature and atom number. As during the evaporation 
processs the expanded cloud was getting dilute and smaller, the detuning of the imaging 
laserr beam and the magnification of the imaging system had to be adjusted to keep the 
opticall  density in the proper range. 

Ass described in Section 2.5.1 the temperature depends on the number of atoms as 
TT <x Naev. From the measurement one can see, that the efficiency parameter aev remains 
too good approximation constant during the entire evaporation process. The value aev = 
1.1,, obtained from a best fit, is a clear indication, that evaporative cooling happens in 
thee 'runaway' regime (compare Equation (2.54)). Figure 7.1 (open circles) shows also 
thee truncation energy calculated from the final frequency of the ramp. At the final stage 
off  evaporative cooling the truncation parameter is reduced to n = 4.4. 

Fromm the measured temperature and atom number and the magnetic trap parameters 
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a,a, 0 and Bo (Table 6.1) the degeneracy parameter n(0)A3 can be calculated with the help 
off  the set of Equations (2.28), (2.30), and (2.31). The resulting degeneracy parameter as 
aa function of the atom number is shown in Figure 7.2. In the presented measurements 
aa maximum degeneracy parameter of 0.24 has been reached. In this case, the gas is 
att the border of the quantum degeneracy regime, where the theoretical description of 
Sectionn 2.3.2 is still valid. The measurement shows that evaporative cooling is a powerful 
technique,, which increases the degeneracy parameter of the gas by at least seven orders 
off  magnitude within 10 s. By further evaporative cooling the quantum degenerate regime 
iss entered and Bose-Einstein condensation is achieved. 

7.22 Observation of Bose-Einstein condensation 

Ass before, information on Bose-Einstein condensation of the cloud is gained from absorp-
tionn images. Figure 7.3 shows a series of 14 absorption images, where the final truncation 
energyy of the cooling ramp has been varied from 719 kHz (et = 10.2 mK) to 612.5 kHz 
(ett = OmK). After finishing the evaporative cooling ramp the rf-frequency was kept con-
stantt for a period of 10 ms before the cloud was released from the trap. The expansion 
timee after release from the trap has been rexp = 6.3 ms. The sequence shows how the 
cloudd shrinks as it is cooled (Figure 7.3, a)-c)). From Figure 7.3, d) on a very dense part 
appearss in the center. This is the Bose-Einstein condensate, which is surrounded by the 
moree dilute non-condensed, thermal cloud. Further cooling produces large and almost 
puree condensates (Figure 7.3, i)). The reduction of the truncation energy beyond this 
pointt leads to spilling of the condensate. From the value of the rf-frequency at which 
thee cloud disappears completely (Figure 7.3, 1)) the offset magnetic field in the center of 
thee magnetic trap can be calculated. Equation (2.61) results in Bo = 875 mG for this 
particularr measurement. In the presence of the Brf = 40 mG rf-magnetic field used at 
thee end of evaporative cooling, the energy splitting of the Zeman states in the dressed 
statee picture is +14 kHz at the resonance. Due to this power broadening the atoms are 
spilledd from the trap even if the the rf-frequency is still above the resonance frequency 
forr the trap center. Therefore, offset magnetic field in the trap center is about 40 mG 
smallerr compared to the value calculated by Equation (2.61). The truncation energy is 
calculatedd by Equation (2.62) which yields 10.2/iK for the first picture of the series. 

Thee presence of the condensate can be proved by analyzing density profiles obtained 
fromm the absorption images. In a first step the absorption function is transformed into 
aa map of the optical density D(y,z) with the help of Equation (3.1). From these optical 
densityy images the temperature, the total number of atoms and the number of condensed 
atomss can be obtained as follows: First, the total number of atoms can be derived by 
integratingg the observed column density r/(y, z) = D(y, z)/  ̂ over the y-z plane. As the 
informationn of the image is given as an array of pixel values, the integration is replaced 
byy a summation over all pixels 

^ ^ 1 1 % ' % )) . ai) 
**  J 

wheree Ay — Az = 3.77pm is the size of the region in the object plane which is imaged 
ontoo a single pixel. For thee measurements shown in Figure 7.3, a detuning of the detection 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.3: Observation of Bose-Einstein condensation: The image series is taken for 
progressingprogressing evaporative cooling. The phase transition is reached at 1.5 fiK with 1.5 x 107 

atomsatoms (image d)). The condensate appears as a dense core in the center while the 
surroundingsurrounding thermal component disappears. The highest number of condensed atoms is 
3.88 x 106 (image i)). At low truncation energies the condensate is spilled from the trap. 
TheThe size of the image is 547 x 547 /j,m2. The radial trap direction corresponds to the 
verticalvertical direction in the image, whereas the z-direction is shown horizontally. 
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laserlaser of —22 MHz was used, which corresponds to a photon absorption cross section of 
66 x l ( r 1 6m2. 

Second,, the central profiles of the optical density images are analyzed. Figure 7.4 
showss profiles of the optical density along the axial and radial direction. The optical 
densityy profile Dth(y,z) is proportional to the column density profile of the thermal 
cloudd 77th(y, z), which can be calculated by integrating the density profile given by Equa-
tionss (2.17), and(2.9) 

Dth(y,z)=aDth(y,z)=annr]th(y,z)r]th(y,z) = avr]th(0,O) g2ize "o *o J / g2 (£) . (7.2) 

Thee curve obtained from a best fit  of Dth (y, z) to the measured optical density profiles 
aree compared to the data in Figure 7.4, a) and b). The temperature is deduced from the 
radiall  width y0 of the profile £>th(y,0) (see [Ketterle et al., 1999]) 

mm , ~„  , 2 

2k2kBB l l + w j T & p VoVo  (7-3) 

I tt was found that the temperature obtained from the optical density profile along the 
z-directionn was deviating from the temperature obtained from the profile along the ra-
diall  direction even at long expansion times, the latter being lower. This deviation of 
aboutt 50% remains unexplained. The thermal optical density profile was given in Equa-
tionn (7.2) for a gas cloud in thermal equilibrium, in the absence of truncation of the 
energyy distribution. For typical truncation parameters of rj  > 4 the systematic relative 
deviationn due to the use of the equilibrium profile was estimated to be less than 10~3 

andd thus negligible. Well above the critical temperature the chemical potential can be 
determinedd by using the second fit parameter, which is the fugacity z 

HH = kBT\n{z) . (7.4) 

However,, close to the critical temperature the value of the fugacity approaches unity, 
andd the determination of the chemical potential becomes less precise. Below the critical 
temperaturee z = 1 is assumed. The central density of the thermal cloud can be derived 
fromm the fugacity and temperature by applying Equation (2.17). 

Inn order to obtain information on the condensed cloud the Thomas-Fermi approxi-
mationn is assumed, as discussed in Section 2.4. In the harmonic trap the density profile 
off  the condensate is parabolic (compare Equation (2.46)) 

{ 22 2 2 ^ 

wheree Ri are the dimensions of the condensed cloud. From the Literature ([Kagan et al., 
1996])) it is known that during the expansion the parabolic density distribution of the 
condensatee is preserved. This result holds for the collisionless regime, where ujpre\ >C 1. 
Inn the limi t of a large aspect ratio of the unexpanded cloud, i.e. to, » u>z the dimensions 
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off  the condensate evolve during the expansion as [Castin and Dum, 1996] 

#p(Texp)) = Rp(0)y/l +rf  Tip , (7-6) 

RRzz{r{r expexp)) = Rz(0) ( 1 + ( ̂  J (WP rexP arctan(u>p rexp) - l n ^ l + u;2Te
2
xp J J J (7.7) 

Afterr integration of the parabolic density profile of the expanded cloud the optical density 
off  the condensate images is found to be 

DDcc(y,z)(y,z) = anr] c{y,ziTexp) =anr] c(Q,0) Imax|l - R2,T  ̂ % ~ R2U y°\J ' (7>8) 

Thee curve obtained from a best fit of Dc(y, z) to the measured optical density profiles 
aree compared to the data in Figure 7.4, e) and f). From the fit the size of the condensate 
inn radial direction Rp{r exp) is obtained and with the help of Equations (7.6) and (2.47) 
thee chemical potential is obtained 

11 o~ ,„,<> m I w 

^ H W ' Ï M Ï * " - ' ''  (7-9) ' p 'exp p 

Thee number of atoms follows from Equation (2.48) 

No=No=i^y^Li^y^L  , (7.io) 
fojj)fojj)  15a 

andd the central density of the condensed cloud is given by 

nncc(0)(0) = ~ . (7-11) 
9 9 

Inn Figure 7.4, c) and d) a optical density profiles of a cloud with both components, 
thee thermal cloud and the condensate, are shown. The profiles are well described by 
thee sum of the two optical density profiles of Equations (7.2) and (7.8). In practice, 
firstt the thermal profile is fitted from slightly beyond the Thomas-Fermi radius of the 
condensatee on. The resulting curve is then subtracted from the data, and from a fitting 
proceduree on the difference curve the condensate fraction is determined. Well below the 
criticall  temperature the thermal component outside the condensate region becomes so 
dilutee that an accurate fitting procedure becomes impossible. Moreover, the presence of 
thee interference fringes, which can be seen in the absorption images, leads to inaccuracy 
inn the determination of the thermal optical density profile. In the present measurement 
thee lowest detectable temperature is about 500 nK. 

Thee temperature of the coldest measured cloud of the cooling sequence which shows 
noo condensate fraction is taken as the critical temperature. With this procedure BEC 
occurss at a critical temperature of Tc = 1.5/xK with N = 1.5 x 107 atoms and a 
criticall  peak density of nth(0) = 6.6 x 101 4cm- 3. For rubidium gas samples this is the 
largestt atom number at the critical temperature, which has been reported so far, and is 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.4: Central optical density profiles along the z-direction (top) and along the 
radialradial direction (middle), as obtained from the absorption images (bottom) after 6.3 ms 
ofof expansion: The profiles of a cloud at the critical temperature (left), of a condensed 
cloudcloud (middle), and an almost pure condensate (right) are compared to the theoretical 
curvescurves as described in the text. The size of the image is 547 x 547 u,m2. The radial trap 
directiondirection corresponds to the vertical direction in the image, whereas the z-direction is 
shownshown horizontally. 
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aa consequence of the intense atom source and the steep magnetic trap developed in this 
experiment.. The measured critical temperature is 16 % lower than the value of the critical 
temperaturee calculated from the atom number with Equation (2.23). Prom theoretical 
studiess shifts of the critical temperature are expected. First, it is noted here that for a 
truncatedd energy distribution of the gas the evaluation of the integral in Equation (2.15) 
leadss to a critical temperature in the limi t of high truncation parameter 77 

T cc = £ inW - (i-Pf.3,1))) ' ( 7 ' 1 2) 

wheree P(x, rf) = T(x, rj)lY{x) is the normalized incomplete gamma function and T(x, 37) = 
J^dtJ^dt i x _ 1e_ 1 is the incomplete Euler gamma function. With 77 = 5.1 in the measurement 
presentedd in Figure 7.3 one finds a shift of +3.4 % of the predicted critical temperature 
withh respect to Equation (2.23). Second, a shift in the critical temperature due to 
thee interaction between the atoms on the order of - 1 4% for the current conditions 
wass predicted by [Giorgini et al., 1996]. It is noted here that for the above described 
measurementss 10 ms of plain evaporation at the end of the evaporative cooling ramp is 
used.. This time is on the order of the time the condensate needs to form [Miesner et al., 
1998,, Gardiner et al., 1998]. For this reason it could be necessary to cool the gas slightly 
beloww the ideal gas value for the critical temperature to observe the condensate occurring. 
Inn measurements with 60 ms plain evaporation time at the end of the forced evaporative 
coolingg ramp, a critical temperature of 1.5//K with 8 x 106 atoms was observed, which 
iss in good agreement with Equation (2.23). Clearly, a more systematic study of the 
formationn of the condensate is desirable. 

Byy further evaporative cooling of the gas below the critical temperature the number 
off  atoms in the condensate increases to a maximum value of N0 = 3.8 x 106 at a density of 
nncc[0)[0) = 1.7 x 1015 c m- 3 and a chemical potential in units of temperature of fi = 700 nK. 
Thee achieved chemical potential is much bigger than the harmonic oscillator energy 
forr the radial direction in temperature units, which is 23 nK. Therefore, the condition 
describedd by Equation (2.45) is fulfilled, and the Thomas-Fermi approximation, which 
hass been assumed above is justified. In order to determine, whether the gas is in the 
collisionlesss or hydrodynamic regime, the product of the trap frequency and the elastic 
collisionall  time has to be evaluated. This product is essentially the Knudsen number, 
thee ratio the mean free path l/{na) to the size of the sample. In the collisionless 
regimee ujre\ » 0.1 and in the hydrodynamic regime ujre\ <C 0.1. In the experiments 
underr the conditions at the phase transition, a mean free path Amfp = l / (n th(0)a) = 
1.77 /im and ujpTei =  0.27 and ujzre\ = 0.012 are achieved, and the transition between 
collisionlesss and hydrodynamic regime is entered. This is comparable to the situation 
inn BEC experiments with sodium [Stamper-Kurn et al., 1998b], where large gas samples 
withh high atom numbers are achieved, but the elastic scattering cross section is about 
fourr times smaller compared to the case of rubidium. It is noted here that as the mean 
freee path is smaller than the size of the sample, fast evaporative cooling must lead to 
temperaturee gradients in the gas. Presently, to the knowledge of the author no accurate 
theoryy is available to estimate temperature gradients in the sample in the transition region 
betweenn the collisionless and the hydrodynamic regimes. Comment on the possibility to 
furtherr explore the hydrodynamic regime wil l be given in Section 8.7. 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.5: Expansion of a Bose-condensed cloud: The thermal cloud changes from 
aa prolate elliptical shape determined by the trapping geometry to an almost spherical 
shapeshape reflecting the isotropic velocity distribution of the gas. The condensate reverses 
itsits aspect ratio during the expansion. The expansion is fastest in the direction of the 
strongeststrongest density gradient. The size of the image is 767 x 767 fim2. The radial trap 
directiondirection corresponds to the vertical direction in the image, whereas the z-direction is 
shownshown horizontally. 

Asidee from analyzing the optical density profiles, another possibility of distinguishing 
betweenn the thermal and condensed fractions of the cloud is to observe the aspect ratio 
duringg the free expansion of the cloud. In the Thomas-Fermi regime the kinetic energy 
off  the atoms in the condensate can be neglected, and the shape of the trapped condensed 
cloudd is a result of the balance between the external potential and the repulsive mean field 
interactionn between the 87Rb atoms (compare Equation (2.46)). As a result the Thomas-
Fermii  radius is much bigger as the size of the harmonic oscillator ground state, which 
wouldd determine the condensate size for an ideal gas. As a consequence, the momentum 
spreadd of the condensate wavefunction is negligible and the expansion of the condensate is 
dominatedd by the repulsive mean field interaction. Once the confining forces are switched 
off,, the cloud will  expand fastest in the direction of the strongest density gradient, which 
iss the radial direction. As already mentioned above (see Equations (7.6) and (7.7)) the 
parabolicc shape of the cloud is preserved during the expansion. This behaviour can be 
seenn in the absorption images in Figure 7.5, which show the evolution of a condensed 
cloudd and the thermal component during the expansion. The images were taken after 
evaporativee cooling to the same temperature and expansion times of 2.3 ms, 4.3 ms and 
12.33 ms. Qualitatively, it can be seen from the pictures that the shape of the thermal 
cloudd changes from a prolate ellipsoid ('cigar shape') to an almost isotropic sphere. The 
cylindricall  symmetry of the magnetic confinement implies that the size of the cloud along 
thee direction of observation is as big as the vertical size in the image. The isotropic shape 
att long expansion times reflects the isotropic velocity distribution of the atoms in the 
gas.. However, it remains unexplained that at long expansion times the shape of the cloud 

r e xpp = 2.3 ms 
rr 00,,yy = 42 | im 
ro.zro.z = 91 |rai 
R,,R,, = 49 fim 
R~R~ — 73 | im 

r t x pp = 4.3 ms 
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rro.zo.z = 102 /im 
R,,R,, = 57 fj.m 
RRzz = 56 fim 
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FIGUREFIGURE 7.6: Rf output coupler: Single frequency outcoupling (left) produces a con-
tinuoustinuous beam of atoms dropping out of the trap. Two frequency outcoupling (right) 
ofof the atoms at different energies of the trapping potential leads to interference of the 
atoms,atoms, which are accelerated by the earth gravitation. The size of the individual images 
isis 0.78 x 2 ram2. 

deviatess from being isotropic and the size of the cloud along the z-direction is slightly 
smallerr than in the radial direction. In contrast to this, the shape of the condensed 
partt changes from prolate to isotropic first, but at longer expansion times cloud is much 
longerr in radial direction compared to the axial direction and becomes an oblate ellipsoid 
('pancake'' shape). In the image the condensed cloud appears to be elliptical again, but 
withh a reversed aspect ratio, which is characteristic for the condensed cloud. 

AA second possibility to demonstrate the low momentum spread of the condensate 
wavefunctionn is to perform an experiment in which atoms are coupled out of the conden-
satee by means of the rf-magnetic field also used for evaporation. This experiment was 
firstt carried out by [Bloch et al., 2000] in order to investigate phase coherence properties 
off  the trapped gas, and is partially reproduced here. Rf-spilling at a truncation energy 
smallerr than the chemical potential of the trapped condensate can be used to produce 
ann atomic beam. Figure 7.6 (left) shows atoms dropping out of the magnetically trapped 
condensatee over a period of 15 ms, if a single rf-frequency is used. If two oscillating fields 
rf-fieldss at two different truncation energies differing about Aet « 100 nK are used a 
modulationn of constant spatial period over the outcoupled beam is observed, Figure 7.6 
(left).. This can be interpreted as the interference of two matter-waves which are coupled 
outt of the trap at two different potential energies (two different rf-frequencies) and are 
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acceleratedd by the earth gravitation. As the momentum spread of the outcoupled atoms 
iss low, the visibility of the pattern remains high over the observed dropping distance. 
Inn the literature the outcoupling of a beam of atoms from a condensate is often referred 
too as the realization of an so called 'atom laser'. However, investigation of second order 
phasee correlation properties of the atomic beam is currently an open task. 


